In this paper, we study the properties of Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kind and those of Fibonacci polynomials and use an elementary method to give Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kind in terms of Fibonacci polynomials and vice versa. Finally, we get some identities involving the Fibonacci numbers and the Lucas numbers.
Introduction
As we know, the Chebyshev polynomials and Fibonacci polynomials are usually defined as follows: Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind are T n+ (x) = xT n+ (x) -T n (x), n ≥ , with the initial values T  (x) = , T  (x) = x; Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind are U n+ (x) = xU n+ (x) -U n (x), n ≥ , with the initial values U  (x) = , U  (x) = x; Fibonacci polynomials are F n+ (x) = xF n+ (x) + F n (x), n ≥ , with the initial values F  (x) = , F  (x) = . From the second-order linear recurrence sequences, we have
These polynomials play a very important role in the study of the theory and application of mathematics, and they are closely related to the famous Fibonacci numbers {F n } and Lucas numbers {L n } which are defined by the second-order linear recurrence sequences
where n ≥ , F  = , F  = , L  =  and L  = . Therefore, many authors have investigated these polynomials and got many properties and corollaries. For example, Zhang [] uses the Chebyshev polynomials and has obtained the general formulas involving F n and L n , In this paper, we combine Sergio Falcón and Wenpeng Zhang's ideas. Then we obtain the following theorems and corollaries. These results strengthen the connections of two kinds of polynomials. They are also helpful in dealing with some calculating problems of the general summations or studying some integer sequences.
Theorem  For any positive integer n, we have the identities
Theorem  For any positive integer n, we have
Theorem  For any positive integer n, we have the following forms:
Theorem  For any positive integer n, we have the following forms:
Corollary  For any positive integer n, we have the following identities:
Corollary  For any positive integer n, we have the following identities:
F n i m L m  = n k= n- j=  j+-n (n -j -)!(-) km (-i)L km-m j!(n + k -j -)!(n -k -j)! , F n- i m L m  = n- k= n- j=  j+-n (n -j -)!(-) km L km j!(n + k -j -)!(n -k -j -)! + n- j=  j+-n (n -j -)! j!(n -j -)!(n -j -)! .
Some lemmas

Lemma  For any nonnegative integers m and n, we have these identities
 - T m (x)T n (x) √  -x  dx = ⎧ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎩ , m = n, π  , m = n > , π, m = n = ; ()  - U m (x)U n (x) √  -x  dx = , m = n, π  , m = n; () T n (cos θ ) = cos nθ ; (  ) U n (cos θ ) = sin (n + )θ sin θ . (  ) Proof See reference [].
Lemma  For any positive integers m and n, we have these identities
Lemma  For any positive integer n, we have
Proof See reference [] .
Lemma  For any positive integer n, let
and
then we can get
otherwise.
()
Proof To begin with, we multiply √  -x  U m (x) to both sides of (), then integrate it from - to , we can get the following identity by applying property ():
and then we have
From reference [] we know
where n ≥ . We define
From reference [] we know
where n and k are any nonnegative integers. Let x = cos θ , then we can get the following identity by applying property () and property ():
and then we have a nm =  if n + m is even. If n + m is odd, we have
We finish proving property (). In order to prove property (), we must multiply
-x  to both sides of (), then integrate it from - to , we can get the following identity by applying property ():
We define
where n and k are any nonnegative integers. Let x = cos θ , then we can get the following identity by applying property () and property ():
and then we have b nm =  if n + m is even. If n + m is odd, we have
This proves Lemma .
Lemma  For any positive integers m and n, we have the following identities:
Proof As we know,
Let x = i cos θ , then we have
This proves property (). Let x = i cos θ in the following identity:
Then we can get property (). This proves Lemma .
Lemma  For any positive integer n, we have
Proof From Theorem  of reference [], we can get the following result easily:
From Theorem  of reference [], we know
In a similar way, we can get
We can get T n (x) = nU n- (x) easily from the definition of the Chebyshev polynomials. If we derive both sides of the above properties, we will get
This proves Lemma . 
Lemma 
Proof At first, we multiply √ x  + F m (x) to both sides of (), then integrate it from -i to i. We can get the following identity by applying Lemma , where m is any positive integer:
Let x = i cos θ , then we can get the following identity by applying Lemma  and property ():
so when m is even, we have c n,m = . When m is odd, we have
In a similar way, we can get the following result easily:
and we have c n-,m =  if m is odd. If m is even, we have
This proves Lemma .
Lemma  For any positive integer n, let
Proof At first, we multiply √ x  + F m (x) to both sides of (), then integrate it from -i to i, we can get the following identities by applying Lemma , where m is any positive integer:
then we have
In a similar way, we have
When m is odd, we have d n-,m = . When m is even, we have
This proves Lemma .
Proof of the theorems and corollaries
In this section, we will prove our theorems and corollaries. First of all, we can prove all the theorems from Lemma , Lemma  and Lemma  easily.
Proof of Corollary  We can get the following properties from Lemma  and Lemma  by letting x = T m (x) in Theorem : Then, taking x = i  in the above identities, according to Lemma , we can get Corollary .
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